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Anthropology

• Anthropology is the study of humans. 

• Biological anthropology approaches this 
study with the understanding that humans 
are mammals, albeit special ones, and 
examines them using the methodologies of 

Biological Anthropology



• Human evolution studies currently occupy a strange 
position in our society. 

Human evolution studies currently occupy a strange position in our society. 

§ Creation vs. Evolution Cartoon



• Almost all Americans 
‘believe’ in DNA. 

Almost 99% of Americans believe in the reality of DNA. 

§ DNA



• Most Americans ‘believe’ in 
fossils. 

Most Americans believe in fossils.

§ Kids with dinosaur fossils



• The existence of 
each of these on 
its own is good 
evidence of 
evolution, yet 
between 33-50% 
of Americans 
don't 'believe' in 
evolution. This is 
striking!

The existence of each of these on its own is good evidence of evolution, yet between 33-50% of Americans don't 'believe' in evolution. This is striking!

§ Anti-evolution cartoon



Evolution as a conspiracy theory

§ Anti-evolution book covers



Evolution as a conspiracy theory

§ Anti-evolution cartoon



Evolution as a conspiracy theory

§ Anti-evolution cartoon



Evolution is controversial for big reasons; 
the idea that humans emerged through a 
process as seemingly random as evolution 
is startling. It conflicts with traditions found 
in many large groups within our society:

• Literal interpretations of religious texts are 
misguided.

• Humans do not occupy a divinely-mandated 
special position in nature.

• Our people are not necessarily exceptional 
compared to other people.

• We are not really sure that we are doing the 
right thing all the time, after all.

• Nationalism is irrational.

• Good and evil are somewhat (but not totally) 
abstract concepts.

Hey kids…
Santa isn’t 

real!

Evolution is controversial for big reasons; the idea that humans emerged through a process as seemingly random as evolution is startling. It conflicts with 
traditions found in many large groups within our society:

• Literal interpretations of religious texts are misguided.

• Humans do not occupy a divinely-mandated special postion in nature.

• Our people are not necessarily exceptional compared to other people.

• We are not really sure that we are doing the right thing all the time, after all.

• Nationalism is irrational.

•Good and evil are somewhat (but not totally) abstract concepts.

§ Grinch telling kids santa is not real.



Evolution as a conspiracy theory

§ Oversimplified anti-evolution memes.



Evolution denier shaming

§ Cartoon of 2 Noah’s arcs, the one with the mammals shooting at the one with the dinosaurs.



Evolution denier shaming

§ Cartoon showing the heavy weight faith and populism has on evolution.



Evolution denier shaming

§ Cartoon showing that concepts like ‘intelligent design’ are not valid in math and physics.



Evolution denier shaming

§ Cartoon showing that concepts like teach both religion and science in class, then let the kids decide.



Creation or evolution… what is the difference PHILOSOPHICALLY AND SOCIALLY.

§ Cartoon showing the two different views, creation and evolution, neutrally.



Homersapiens.

§ Simpsons evolution cartoon.



Creation or evolution… what is the difference PHILOSOPHICALLY AND SOCIALLY.

§ Cartoon asking “what if God made evolution?”



Creation or evolution… what is the difference PHILOSOPHICALLY AND SOCIALLY.

§ Cartoon showing adam and eve as part of an evolutionary line.



All the same, many of the 
values we cherish in our 
society are derived from a 
secular (or at least 'deistic') 
view of the world:

• Each individual human 
should have essentially equal 
rights (Human Rights).

• Each individual human 
should have essentially equal 
political voice (Democracy).

• No cartel or government 
should hold unreasonable 
power over trade (Free 
Market).

All the same, many of the values we cherish in our society are derived from a secular (or at least 'deistic') view of the world:

• Each individual human should have essentially equal rights (Human Rights).

• Each individual human should have essentially equal political voice (Democracy).

• No cartel or government should hold unreasonable power over trade (Free Market).

§ Revolutionary war icon.



Additionally, there are 
several important 
conclusions drawn from 
human evolutionary biology 
that have social 
consequences:

• Race, as defined by our 
society, describes groups of 
people DIFFERENT from the 
groupings that are found 
based on DNA... In other 
words, race, as we know it, is 
NOT REAL.

• Humans emerged in Africa.

• Human intelligence emerges 
in Africa.

• Human instinct is shaped by 
evolution.

Additionally, there are several important conclusions drawn from human evolutionary biology that have social consequences:

• Race, as defined by our society, describes groups of people DIFFERENT from the groupings that are found based on DNA... In other words, race, as we 
know it, is NOT REAL.

• Humans emerged in Africa.

• Human intelligence emerges in Africa.

• Human instinct is shaped by evolution.

§ Child with features that cannot be classified into race.



W H A T  I S  A N T H R O P O L O G Y ?  
• Explain the differences and similarities among the four branches of anthropology. 
• Understand the importance of the biocultural approach to anthropological inquiry. 

W H A T  I S  P H Y S I C A L  A N T H R O P O L O G Y ?  
• Understand the general history of American anthropology as founded by Franz Boas. 
• Identify several different research areas in physical anthropology. 
• Explain what it means to say that physical anthropologists practice an 

interdisciplinary science. 

W H A T  I S  S O  D I F F E R E N T  A B O U T  H U M A N S  A S  C O M P A R E D  T O  
O T H E R  A N I M A L S ?  

• Identify the six major attributes that separate humans from animals, and 
understand their importance for what it means to be human. 

H O W  W E  K N O W  W H A T  W E  K N O W :  T H E  S C I E N T I F I C  
M E T H O D  

• Explain the steps involved in “doing science” (i.e., the scientific method). 
• Distinguish between hypotheses and theories. 

WHAT IS ANTHROPOLOGY?
Explain the differences and similarities among the four branches of anthropology.
Understand the importance of the biocultural approach to anthropological inquiry.

WHAT IS PHYSICAL ANTHROPOLOGY?
Understand the general history of American anthropology as founded by Franz Boas.
Identify several different research areas in physical anthropology.
Explain what it means to say that physical anthropologists practice an interdisciplinary science.

WHAT IS SO DIFFERENT ABOUT HUMANS AS COMPARED TO OTHER ANIMALS?
Identify the six major attributes that separate humans from animals, and understand their importance for what it means to be human.

HOW WE KNOW WHAT WE KNOW: THE SCIENTIFIC METHOD
Explain the steps involved in “doing science” (i.e., the scientific method).
Distinguish between hypotheses and theories.

§ No image.



Paleontological Chart in the publication 'Elementary Geology' (1840) by Edward Hitchcock. 
It shows two trees: one for plants, one for animals.

Evolution

§ Paleontological Chart in the publication 'Elementary Geology' (1840) by Edward Hitchcock. It shows two trees: one for plants, one for animals.



2004

§ Ali G evolution video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H3Qlhyp0oZo.



2007

§ School evolution debate video
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=40Q8p3GqPqQ



Summer 2016

Youtube video showing excerpt of the following: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q4umqsx7aUY



2017

§ Images cynically depicting the idea of coexistence.



How does science fit in 
here?

How does science fit in here?



29

Evolution

§ Images of Henry Gilbert (the professor) finding Homo erectus skull in Ethiopia.



30

Can you see the similarities? Can you see the differences?

§ Images of Human, chimp, and Homo erectus skull for comparison.



Is race real?

What is 
your ancestry?

§ Historic concepts of race.





§ Biblical concepts of race.



§ pre-adamites.



Your ancestor: East Africa;180,000-100,000 years ago

35

It turns out that our common ancestor, the common ancestor of all humans living today, was pretty recent. Our common ancestor lived in Africa about 100-200 thousand years ago.

§ Homo sapiens idaltu, the common ancestor of modern humans.



What do all humans 
have in common?

36

Think of some things that all humans have in common...
eyes
DNA
language
culture
many, many others

§ No slide.



Why did 
it take so 
long to 

come up 
with this?

perception of most obvious things is not always simple
37

§ Picture from Darwin’s diary in 1837 of evolution.



§ Painting of Al Jahiz



Al Jahiz (781-868)

“Animals engage in a struggle for existence; for resources, to avoid 
being eaten and to breed. Environmental factors influence 
organisms to develop new characteristics to ensure survival, thus 
transforming into new species. Animals that survive to breed can 
pass on their successful characteristics to offspring.”

Al Jahiz (781-868)

“Animals engage in a struggle for existence; for resources, to avoid being eaten and to breed. Environmental factors influence organisms to develop new 
characteristics to ensure survival, thus transforming into new species. Animals that survive to breed can pass on their successful characteristics to 
offspring.”

§ Drawing of tadpole with legs and animals engaged in struggles for existence from Book of Animals.


